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MEMBERSHIP NOTES

•

The Great Lakes Maritime Institute will sponsor a ship model contest at the Dossin Museum
on the weekend of October 19-20, 1985. The deadline for entry forms is October 13th. Those
wishing to enter can pick up a form at local model shops or call the museum.
The Annual Marine Flea Market will be held at the museum on Saturday, December 7, 1985
from 10-3 p.m. Dealers who respond by November 15th will receive 50 postcards advertising the
event to send to their customers. Those interested in renting tables should contact John Polacsek
at the museum during the week.
A1 Sagon-King and Skip Gillham are co-authors of The Changing Seaway. This 64-page book
traces the history of thirty ships that have used the St. Lawrence Seaway and Great Lakes during
the past twenty-five years. By telling the ship’s history, one learns the changes that have taken
place along the waterway. All the photographs were taken by A1 Sagon-King, while Skip Gillham
wrote the accompanying text. Members can purchase the book at the museum for $9.95 plus
$1.50 for postage or order through the publisher: Stonehouse Pulications 140 Welland Ave.,
St. Catharines, Ontario L2R 2N6.
The Michigan Nautical Time Capsules is finally back from the printer and is an excellant guide
to the exhibit at the museum. Not only does it contain reprints of Telescope articles, but articles
on the Detroit River Cannon, schooner Alvin Clark, propeller Goliath and propeller Pewabic
were added. The book costs $5.00 plus $1.50 for postage.

MEETING NOTICES

•

Shipwreck diver Dave Trotter will speak on the Daniel Morrell and the Goliath at the Curator
Robert E. Lee Dinner on the Lansdowne on Friday, September 20th. Dr. Richard Wright will speak
on the gales of November at the next entertainment meeting scheduled for Friday, November 15
at 8:00 p.m. at the museum. The next business meeting will be held on Friday, October 18th
at 7:30 p.m. at the museum.
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OUR COVER PICTURE . . . Pete Worden took this photo of the Paterson as she
entered the MacArthur Lock at the Soo on her maiden trip from Collingwood
Shipyard to Thunder Bay, Ontario. Official num ber C 800816; 20370.36 Canadian
gross to n s;7 3 6 '6.5"x 7 5 '1 0 "x 4 2 '.
□

Telescope is produced with assistance from the Dossin Great Lakes Museum,
an agency of the Historical Department of the City of Detroit.
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THOSE INCREDIBLY CAPABLE

CRANE CONVERSIONS

by
PAUL WIENING

Boom times of the 1920’s spawned a variety
of ships and designs which were built for the
Great Lakes specialty trades. Among the many
types of ships that gained popularity at this
time were crane-equipped bulk freighters.
These vessels could handle a multiplicity
of cargoes, including such common com
modities as pig iron, lumber, finished steel
products and sulphur, in addition to the more
common cargoes of stone and coal.
Crane ships of various types and dimensions
were common sights on the Great Lakes from
the 1920’s on up through the 1970’s. The
vessels of special interest were conversions
of older 300 and 400-foot bulk freighter with
the addition of cranes on their decks. Most
of these ships were otherwise-outmoded and
had outlived their usefulness in carrying
regular bulk commodities.
There were other types of crane vessels
in various applications on the lakes, to be sure.
These included canallers with Kingposts
(which were a form of crane as well), and other
vessels that were converted to barges, lighters
or wreckers which also had cranes. Likewise,
with only one exception, we are eliminating
sand suckers since they were of another
specialized nature.
What caused the evolution of ships into a
crane design? Many economic factors entered

into the design of crane vessels, among them
the continuing search for an economical seIfunloader. Primarily, however, the need for
crane equipped vessels arose because of the
expanding markets in finished steel goods
and pig iron items that could be most easily
unloaded by magnet-equipped cranes.
Shortly after the close of the first World
War, the U.S. Steel Products Company (later
American Steel & Wire) was the first to intro
duce the crane vessel to the Great Lakes
in 1923, with the diesel-powered Steelmotor
and Steel Vendor. These vessels were small
enough to navigate the Welland Canal and
the St. Lawrence system of the era. Each
was equipped with two unusual cranes which
would allow them to load and unload finished
steel goods, and deliver them from the Lakes
area to the coast.
From these humble beginnings a new
Great Lakes shipping industry was generated.
The initial success of these two small ships
led to two more sisters being brought to the
Lakes in 1926, the Steel Chemist and the
Steel Electrician. The versatility of these
vessels was obvious, especially in the handling
of pig iron. Much of this pig iron was shipped
via the Nicholson Dock in Detroit. Nicholson,
in addition to operating the dock facilities
in Detroit, also had a fleet of steamers.
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and its conversion was similar. The venut
remained with Interlake and later Bethle
hem ’s Ore Navigation Company until being
sold in 1959 when her name changed to Steel
Products. Interlake continued its crane vessel
expansion in 1928 with the conversion of the
Jupiter. The Jupiter's conversion, however,
was different and will be described later.
Gartland Steamship Company of Chicago
had acquired a small fleet of old U.S.-built
canal-type vessels and had them returned to
the Great Lakes in the 1920’s. One of them,
Back Bay was converted to a crane vessel
in 1924 to haul various products through the
Great Lakes and Welland Canal areas. The
virtually identical Bennington and Burlington
were similarly converted to crane vessels
in 1929. Although Gartland was among the
first Great Lakes operators, they never entered
the field with larger crane ships, preferring
to remain with the canallers. The Burlington
foundered in 1936, and the balance of the
Gartland ships went to the coast at the out
break of World War n.
Another crane vessel conversion of the
1920’s was the whaleback Henry Cort, which
received her cranes in 1927. The Cort thus

McDonald Coll/Dossin

M useum

After the introduction of the four diesel
vessels, the first major operator to become
interested in crane vessels was the Inter
lake Steamship Company, which operated
a large fleet of vessels of all sizes. In 1926
Interlake equipped one of its older vessels
with two cranes or “ whirlies” , thus the La
gonda became the first Lakes crane vessel
conversion. The 30-year old Lagonda had its
deck modified with all of the small hatches
removed. Instead three large holds were
introduced which could be reached by the
cranes. These two cranes were relatively
small in capacity, having a boom length of
about 25 feet, but were mobile on the deck.
Rails were laid to allow the cranes to travel
from one end of the deck to another to reach
every com er of the holds. The hull of the
Lagonda required some reinforcing because
of the loss of structural strength of the deck
when the larger holds were introduced, as well
as to beef up the supports to withstand the
stress of the movement of the cranes.
In 1927 Interlake continued its crane vessel
expansion by converting the Venus. The
Venus received two small “ whirlies” which
were virtually identical to those on the Lagonda

The small craneship STEEL CHEMIST could pass through the Welland Canal
and St. Lawrence system to deliver pig iron to the east coast ports.
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followed the exit of whalebacks from general
cargo to specialized fields. Whalebacks, be
cause of their design, were not efficient
handlers of iron ore, coal or grain. In the
20’s, however, many of them were converted
to sand suckers, self-unloaders or crane
ships. Modifications to the Cort came after
her deck had been raised, giving her a dis
tinctive look. She foundered on November 30,
1934.
As the 1930’s arrived, shipping companies
were continuing to experiment with various
ship types, aimed primarily at developing a
ship that could be as free as possible of dock
side facilities. Self-unloaders had been extant
for about two decades, but they had a minor
disadvantage of still requiring dockside
equipment for loading. Crane vessels could
load themselves, but were not especially
good at placing goods at the dock, especially
bulk commodities such as coal or stone.
Crane boats were good at unloading steel or
pig iron into railroad cars on tracks along the
dock, but were unable to place the product
far enough from the water’s edge to please
most of the ship’s customers.
From these problems came a variety of
rather strange solutions, with their roots
enmeshed in the prosperous times of the late
1920’s as well as the debilitating times of the
early 1930’s. A rather cumbersome hybrid
of the two types of vessels made its first
appearance about this time. The Jupiter
was one of the first to combine cranes and a
boom-equipped unloading mechanism.
Mounted on its deck were two travelling
“ whirlies” , but an elevator and boom ap
paratus was also installed. In operation, the
cranes would clam bulk commodities out
of the ship’s hold and deposit it into an ele
vator which would carry it to the boom and
over the side. In theory it was a good system.
In mechanics there were apparently numerous
“ bugs” that needed to be removed. Much
of the problem perhaps stemmed from the
equipment, as well as the economic times.
The boom was very short, the center weight
of the ship quite high, and the unloading
time (not counting mechanical malfunctions)
was quite long. Interlake sold the Jupiter
in 1933. The subsequent owner could do no
better with her and the entire apparatus,
cranes and all, was removed in 1934, and the
Jupiter returned to being a conventional
bulk freighter which enjoyed a long life lasting
until the late 1950’s.

In Sturgeon Bay, Wisconsin, home of
most of the seIf-unloader conversions of the
1920’s, the crane-conveyor system was not
abandoned, however. Captain John Roen
liked the versatility of the system, and pat
terned several subsequent conversions along
these lines, perfecting as he went. Roen used a
system somewhat similar to the sand-sucker
conversions of the Leathern D. Smith Ship
yard. Roen converted a World War I “ Laker” ,
the Fred W. Green, into a crane conveyor
vessel, equipping it with two cranes and a
boom. The Green's profile was quite unusual,
since it had cabins amidships, with a crane
mounted fore and aft of the cabins, and the
boom mounted at the forepeak. The economics
of the operation were obvious. The cranes
could allow the vessel to carry the bulky
cargoes, while the boom option gave the ship
the ability to discharge stone (Roen’s biggest
commodity for this ship) almost as far from the
dock’s edge as a conventional seIf-unloader.
After many years of loading pig iron onto the
increasing number of vessels at its Detroit
dock, the Nicholson Transit Company finally
converted its small bulk freighter E.C. Pope
to a crane vessel in 1935. Thereafter, Nichol
son owned a variety of older and smaller
ships, they often experimented. Several
ships, such as the Adrian Iselin, Tampico
and Steel King, received cranes in the en
suing years, only to find that the ship was
either too old, too small, or in too bad shape.
These vessels then were reconverted to bulk
freighters.
The next major Great Lakes operator to
recognize the versatility of crane vessels
eventually became the largest operator of
such ships. In 1936, Columbia Transportation
Company mounted two unusual steam-powe
red Whirlies on their 366-foot G. G. Post. After
wards, the Post featured several unique
characteristics that would endear her to ship
watchers for almost 35 years.
Until the Post, the crane vessels were
limited in lifting capacity because of the limita
tions of their design, and their mounting on
rails on the deck of the ship. The Post, however
received two stationary cranes which were
each mounted on a pivot on the ship’s deck.
Featuring increased lifting capacity, the steam
cranes also had longer booms (65 feet) to allow
them to reach all of the comers of the holds
without the need to move laterally. The sta
tionary mount also gave the cranes greater
stability than the earlier conversions. However,
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Photo by Peter Worden

The cranes were installed on the whaleback HENRY CORT after she was recovered
from the underwriters after stranding on Colchester R eef during ice breaking
operations in the spring of 1927.

Photo by Capt. Taylor/Worden Coll.

I■
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The G.G. POST in the Detroit River in the early 1950's.
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costs negated the minimal advantages of more
than two cranes. World War II limited the
ability of the ship operators or other land
based machinery builders to greatly study
the situation. Therefore, the last steam crane
conversion came in 1944, when the Clifford F.
Hood was rebuilt for U.S. Steel’s American
Steel & Wire Division. The Hood's profile
and operation was virtually identical to the
crane ships owned by Columbia.
By the time the war ended, the quantity
of pig iron shipped on the lakes was dimi
nishing, but the popularity of the crane boats
remained, mostly in the handling of finished
steel products. It was obvious that the 300 and
400 foot vessels on the lakes would soon
be obsolete, thereby creating a need to develop
a conversion process to include larger ships.
There were a large number of 500 foot
vessels available, but the necessity of de
veloping a better means of unloading larger
ships with cremes still existed. What was
needed, of course, was a more powerful,
higher capacity and mobile crane which could
travel on the decks of the ship. In 1950 Bethle
hem ’s Elba and Columbia’s W.C. Richardson
received the first of these new breed travel-

Photo by Capt. Taylor/Worden Coll.

for ship watchers, the most endearing factor
was the noise and sight. While the cranes
were in use, gigantic puffs of steam and a
thunderous exhaust from the stem jets would
accompany each movement of the cranes.
From its success with the G. G. Post, Colum
bia went on to convert four more of their
diminutive bulk freighter to steam-crane
vessels. The Harry T. Ewig in 1939, O.S.
McFarland in 1940, Frank E. Vigor in 1941,
and the Buckeye (i) in 1943. All of these
ships were in the general area of 400-foot
hull length, and were all successful. The
only casualty among them was the Frank E.
Vigor which incidentally was also the oldest.
The Vigor sank after a collision in 1944.
Until technology improved, it appeared
that the genre would be limited to vessels
of about 400 feet in length. Steam cranes
were efficient for this size vessel, but could
never be used on a larger ship unless some
major breakthrough developed. The cranes
could not be equipped with booms long enough
to reach the far comers of holds on ships of
any longer length. The other possibility
would have been to affix three or more cranes
on a ship. However, crew sizes and other

The FRANK E. VIGOR in Lake St. Clair on June 11, 1942. She sank in a collision
with the PHILIP MINCH in dense fog in Pelee Passage on April 27, 1944.

photo by Peter Worden
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Photo by Peter Worden

Roen Steamship’s MARQUIS ROEN (ii) unloading stone for Republic Steel in
Cleveland in 1959, using both cranes and the unloading boom.

The WILLIAM H. DONNER being assisted by tugs in backing out of the Cuyahoga
River in Cleveland on July 12, 1969.
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The W.C. RICHARDSON (ii) received one of the new cranes powered by diesel
engines. She is shown passing Port Huron.
ling cranes powered by diesel engines. The
ships received a greatly reinforced deck and
rail system which would keep the cranes travel
ling virtually a level deck and not following
the natural sheer of the ship. Neither the
Elba or Richardson were significantly larger
than the previous crane ships, but their opera
tions proved successful. So much so that the
Nicholson freighter Sonora, also 400-plus
feet in length, received an identical conversion
in 1953.
In 1955, Bethlehem’s Cambria became the
first ship of over 500 feet in length to be equip
ped with cranes. That conversion was followed
by the William H. Donner in 1956. Both of
these vessels were operated by Boland &
Cornelius for the Bethlehem Steel Corporation.
The entry of these 500 footers into the fleet
meant the demise of the smaller Venus and
Lagonda.
About the same time, Captain Roen acquired
a 400-foot bulk freighter which was converted
to a barge, and in 1954, he equipped the
Marquis Roen with two travelling cranes
as well. For Roen, it was a reentry into that

field, and the old nemisis of the barge’s
inability to reach back from the dock caused
him to once again pursue the crane-conveyor
concept. His previous experience with the
Fred W. Green evolved into a unique deck
mounted hopper and conveyor system which
was attached to the Marquis Roen in 1957.
The cranes could clam coal or other bulk
cargoes out of the hold, and dump it into a
travelling hopper on the starboard deck.
The hoppers deposited the cargo onto a belt,
which was taken to the forward part of the
deck, up an elevator, and deposited onto
another belt on the ship’s boom. The process,
although slower than conventional self un
loaders, was successful because of its ver
satility. Roen’s barge became a focal point
for other shipping executives. Columbia con
verted its Charles W. Galloway to a similar
system in 1958 and renamed her Robert C.
Norton (i). Ironically, now the barge Buck
eye (ii), this 500 foot vessel was still active on
the lakes in 1984, although her days appear to
be numbered.
Another vessel, although technically a sand

Photo by Peter Worden
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Photo by Bob Campbell

The BUCKEYE (i) passing upbound below the MacArthur Lock at the Soo in
December, 1964 near the end of her career.

The BUCKEYE (ii) shown upbound in the MacArthur lock at the Soo as a steamer.
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Marquis Roen reportedly still have their
cranes, but both have been converted into
dock tremsfer stations at ports far from the
lakes, namely Norfolk, Virginia emd Baton
Rouge, La.
For eill their versatility, the creme boats
succumbed because of memy factors. Loss of
sizeable quantities of pig iron shipments,
emd loss of efficient vessels, are among the
biggest factors. The G.G. Post, the first steeun
crane equipped vessel on the Lakes, was edso
one of the last still operating. After being sold
to Canadian eiffiliates in the 1960’s, she weis
finally sold for scrap in 1970. The Hood leisted
through 1970, until it too was sold for scrap.
In the 1980’s, when Great Lakes vessels
lack identity and individuality, the era of the
crane vessel is unique. Modem self-unloading
equipment has been perfected to the point
that the slowness and shortcomings of the
crane ships can no longer compete.
They were interesting vessels, carrying
a diversity of cargoes to small and unusual
harbors. Demise of these specialty boats
can be linked to the loss of “ Way Freights’’
on the railroads. They just didn’t carry enough,
fast enough or cheaply enough.
□

The CLIFFORD HOOD ran until 1965 with a grey hull, white forecastle and buff
stack when U.S. Steel put her back into Pittsburgh Steamship colors. She is shown
here in Little Rapids Cut in the St. Marys River on August 6, 1970, her last season
of operation.

Photo by Peter Worden

sucker, also received a system similar to the
Roen. The Lakewood has two cranes and a
deck-mounted crane conveyor system that is
very much like the Roen and the Buckeye.
The only difference is that the Lakewood
has sand sucking equipment installed as well
as the rest of the usual machinery. This vessel,
however, remained virtually locked into the
sand trade on Lake Erie for her entire existence
and has been laid up and inactive for the
past several seasons.
In the 1980's the era of the crane vessel
appears to be at an end. Only a very few
ships have been built with cranes and still
operate, such as the Yankcanuck (ii). However,
the older crane boats have largely disap
peared.
Among those remaining on the lakes in any
condition is the William H. Donner, which
although inactive, remains intact and is
used as a dock transfer point in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin. The Buckeye may still be active,
but appears destined to join the Lakewood
into inactivity. The W.C. Richardson's hull
remains on the lakes, but any semblance of a
creme vessel has been removed at Toledo,
Ohio many years ago. The Cambria emd
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DEEP SEA CASUALTIES

by
SKIP GILLHAM

in collision with the Olau Brittania in the
English Channel. M ont Louis rolled on her side
and went down twelve miles off Ostend,
Belgium, in position 51.24 north, 02.50 east.
On September 11 bad weather broke the
hull in two, exposing her cargo of some thirty
containers of uranium hexaflouride. A major
salvage effort followed amid fears of an en
vironmental catastrophe. Fortunately the
material was recovered with work completed
by October 4.
An earlier collision on May 29, 1984, in
volved the Lamtong Chau. This ship had been
a lakes visitor from 1959 to about 1966 as

George

Ayoub

Photo/Dossin

Museum

Coll.

Once again it is time to take a look at the
casualty list for some of the deep sea travel
lers that have called on the Great Lakes in
the past. This is the fourth annual report
on these unfortunate accidents that resulted
from fire, stranding, collision, war or the
elements.
As far as international attention is con
cerned, the loss of the 443-foot Mont Louis
likely received more publicity than that of
any of the other casualties.
The ro/ro vessel, built in 1972, sank on
August 25, 1984. She was enroute from Le
Havre, France to Riga, Latvia, when she was

The TRAVLATA in the St. Lawrence Seaway on September 13, 1964.

Photo

by George

Ayoub
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The MONT LOUIS in the St. Lawrence Seaway on October 9, 1977.

Traviata for O. Wallenius of Sweden. She
was enroute from San Francisco to Busan,
South Korea, when she collided with the
vessel Vantage. After assessing the damage
to the old lakes visitor, it was decided repair
was uneconomical. As a result she went
to Kaohsiung, Taiwan, arriving June 22
for scrapping.
A more recent lakes caller, No. 3 Ho Ming
was in a collision in fog with Coruna Australe
on May 3. The former was travelling from
Montreal to Ireland and received damage to
the starboard side and took on some water.
Dreaded fires struck several former Seaway
Salties. Edessa, built in 1964 as Manchester
Renown was struck at Trincomalee, Sri Lanka
on February 4, 1984 while being refitted
for service. The blaze spread through her
upper works and instead of resuming navi
gation, Edessa was sold to Taiwan Ship
breakers. She arrived May 1 at Kaohsuing
and was soon reduced to scrap.
Saint Raphael caught fire as c)Devonshire
on March 10, 1984 at Rostock, East Germany.
She was towed to Kiel, West Germany and
declared beyond economical repair. Sold to
Finnish Shipbreakers, she was towed out of
Kiel on July 26 for Naantali. The Liberian
flag freighter was still there in November
awaiting demolition.

Pontos Mariner, known as Agia Fotini
during lakes visits, was hit by fire at Haifa,
Israel on September 23, 1980, and then laid
up at Piraeus, Greece. It was reported that she
was sold for scrap late in 1983 and was soon
broken up.
Another lakes caller, Lionel, a victim of
collision and fire at Montreal on December 3,
1963, has also gone for scrap. She had burned
at Eleusis, Greece on July 8, 1982, as the
e)Alecos while laid up under arrest. She was
resold in late 1983 as well and has apparently
been dismantled.
Hopedale, built at Collingwood in 1960
as Hull 168, burned at Port aux Basques,
Newfoundland on March 2, 1984. She sank
the next day. The small 188-foot passenger and
freight carrier was later raised, towed out to
sea and scuttled.
Groundings claimed at least a quartet of
lakes visitors. Woodville, a Seaway caller since
1962, was beached and abandoned as a total
loss late in 1983. Sailing as d )Peter Rich of
Panamanian registry, she hit a submerged
object while enroute from Bangkok to Malacca
and was beached in position 01.22 north,
104.18 east near Singapore.
Also in the Far East the former Olau Jarl,
then called h )Oakwood, ran aground at the
mouth of the Rangoon River, ten miles below

by skip
Photo

The tug FIVE BROTHERS in the
Welland Canal.

Photo by Mike Caesar

Rangoon, Burma, on August 27. She had gone
to anchor in a storm while bound for Bangaladesh, but got into trouble and filled with
water. She too was declared a total loss.
Paris Tsiris, known on the freshwater seas
as Mardina Trader, had been laid up at Piraeus
Greece since an earlier grounding. She was
sold in February, 1984 for scrap and broken up
at Eleusis, Greece in May.
Finally Sakumo Lagoon, a one time member
of the Ghanian flag Black Star Line, went
aground on May 5, 1985, off Aviles, Spain.
She had been idle at Takoradi, Ghana, since
June 11, 1983, but had been sold for scrap.
She was headed for Aviles to be broken up,
but instead broke in two as a result of the
accident.
Mechanical problems claimed the Seaway
caller Atlantic Freedom. She was sailing as
Chi Grand for Kuo Hong Navigation of Panama
when she encountered tailshaft problems.
She was towed to Madras Roads, but at age
twenty-four was not considered worth repair.
She went to Kaohiung, Taiwan, arriving
April 10 for scrapping.
The Italian freighter Tito Campanella
disappeared without a trace in January, 1984.
She was headed for Piraeus from Oxelosund,
Sweden. She last reported January 14 in

Gillham
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The EDESSA was scrapped after a fire swept through her upper works while being
refitted for service on February 4, 1984.
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and sunk by Iranian gunfire on April 3, 1984.
The Indian flag freighter had been lying idle
at Shatt A1 Arab for several months.
London Statesman was declared a total loss
when an Exocet missle slammed into her
engineroom while the vessel was outbound
in the Bandar Khomeini Channel. Named
Skaros at the time, she was abandoned as
a total loss.
The Liberian flag Dashaki was damaged
by an exploding mine near Lavan Island in
the south end of the Persian Gulf on June 6.
The crippled ship caught fire and was towed
to the United Arab Emirites port of Jebel Ali
for examination.
In smother mining incident, Theoupolis,
a lakes caller as the French vessel Rocroi,
was severely damaged by a mine on August 15
in the south end of the Red Sea. The Cypriot
flag vessel was later sold to Indian Ship
breakers.
My thanks to Barry Andersen and George
Ayoub for their invaluable help in identifying
these Seaway casualties during the year as
they were reported in Marine News of the
World Ship Society or local newspapers.
The assistance of these fellow members makes
this report possible.
□

Photo by Skip Gillham

position 45 north, 08 west and later took
all hands to their death.
Two tugs with Seaway connections were
lost. The Eduard sank February 21, 1984,
while towing the pontoon craft Giant loaded
with two derricks. The tug capsized fifty miles
north of Ushant, France, and six of the crew
were lost. As Rotesand, this tug took several
lakers overseas for scrap including Michael G.
Browning and Blanche Hindman (ii).
Five Brothers made her only lakes ap
pearance in 1984 as she came inland to pick
up the newly constructed self-unloading barge
Thoroughbred Topper. She went down in the
Gulf of Mexico, stem first, on October 20,
1984, having cleared New Orleans the pre
vious day. The crew escaped to the Thorough
bred Topper and were picked up by the tug
Gulf Raven after radioing for help.
Finally the unfortunate war between Iran
and Iraq claimed numerous vessels including
some with lakes connections.
As mentioned a year ago, Iapetos, a Seaway
salty known as Jarosa, Ivory Star and Turicum,
was damaged in several attacks. She was at
Chittagong Roads, Bangaladesh for scrapping
in September, 1984. Varuna Yan, known on
the lakes as Ellen Klautschke, was set on fire

The JAROSA was damaged during the war between Iran and Iraq and was taken
to Bangaladesh for scrap in September, 1984.
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THE DAVID DOWS REVISITED

by
KENNETH DICKSON

If one can believe in omens, then hull
number 157029 never had a chance. From the
time of its inception, the David Dows was on
the receiving end of a series of events that
she had no control over.
As her hull was nearing completion in the
Bailey Brothers shipyard, Toledo experienced
one of the worst floods in its history. Old
timers compared it to the flood of 1867. As
the ice pack moved down the Maumee River,
it gained momentum and carried before it
everything that got in its way. As it approached
the Wabash Grain Elevator, there was im
mediate concern for the schooners which were
tied to the wharf. Extra lines were made

fast, but to no avail. The rampaging ice pack
tore the schooners Mediterranean, F.J. Dunford, M. Stalker and Atmosphere from their
moorings and crashed them into the Cherry
Street bridge, reducing everything to kindling
wood. The grain which was stored in the
vessels and awaiting the opening of the ship
ping season was left swelling in the frozen
waters. The rising flood waters inundated the
Union Depot, trapping a passenger train as
it arrived. Rowboats were pressed into service,
and the terrified passengers were removed to
safety. The flood waters had already managed
to float away the lumber district and it was now
promising to do the same to the central busi
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Adams (1,441 tons) in 1875, and she proved
highly successful. So when the decision
was reached to build another schooner, the
motto, bigger is better, was followed. The
Dows was designed longer than the Adams,
but narrower in the beam, and at 1,481 tons
was destined to be the largest schooner in the
world when she was launched in 1881.
While the construction of the David Dows
was left to the Bailey Brothers, the super
vision was placed in the capable hands of
Joseph Skeldon. The oak for her timbers came
from the local forests east of Ironville and from
along the Wabash Railroad a few miles south
west of the shipyard. When it came time for
the iron strapping to be applied to the hull,
the shipwrights wanted the metal to gird the
ship from the inside. Captain Skeldon was
heard to remark, “ if you were building a barrel
where would you place the hoop?” With that
the discussion was ended and the iron strap
ping which was one inch by eight inches was
placed around the vessel.
The forecastle was described as large and
roomy with berths for eight men and a day
room for their use. As for their other comforts,
the only item mentioned was the marble
topped wash basins. The officers were pro
vided with their own seperate quarters. The
dining room was described as large and airy

McDonald Coll/Dossin M useum

ness district. W ater was already at a depth of
five feet at the intersection of Summit and
Monroe Streets. This unprecedented flood
caused the builders of the Dows to scuttle her,
while still on the blocks, to prevent her from
being swept down the river to her destruction.
The Bailey Brothers built only one other
schooner in 1881, the Selden E. Marvin, before
closing their doors in the fall. The contract
price of $78,000 for the David Dows was not
enough to prevent the firm from going bank
rupt. The M.I. Wilcox Company which received
the contract to outfit the Dows burned to the
ground hours after receiving the signed
contract. Lastly the second mate on the Dows
died of a heart attack while supervising the
construction.
The David Dows was designed for the coal
and grain trade between Chicago and Buffalo,
and her draft was designed for future harbor
expansion. Her five masts were intended
to carry the maximum amount of sail for a
vessel of her length. She was designed along
the lines of the other Carrington & Casey
schooner, the Maize. Captain Skeldon, who
was skipper of the Maize for the past fifteen
years, was relied upon for many of the de
cisions that went into formulating the David
Dows. The Carrington & Casey firm had the
Bailey Brothers construct the George W.

One of the few photos of the DAVID DOWS taken at the Soo Locks.
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with rich wood grained doors and carved
ceiling panels.
There has been much discussion about the
masts of the Dows and I will endeavor to set
the record straight. The masts going aft had
the following dimensions: 93, 97, 97, 93 and 88
feet respectively. The top masts added another
65 feet to till the masts except for the jigger
top-mast, which was only 55 feet. Captain
Skeldon named the masts going aft: foremast,
mainmast, mizzenmast, jiggermast and
spankermast. The land captains claimed that
a better name for the fifth mast would have
been mondaymast. The yards were 75, 65,
55 and 45 feet in length. The booms were
50, 50, 46, 43 and 36 feet; the gaffs were
40, 40, 40, 38 and 30 feet in length. She carried
five jibs and gaff top sails. The bowsprit
was 37 feet in length, and the figurehead
represents a dragon which was 24 feet long
from tip to tail. It was described in the Chicago
Inter-Ocean as: “ It is natural enough to be
about as repulsive as anything can be.” The
figurehead and scroll work on the stem were
carved by George Buck of Brooklyn, New
York. Mr. Buck was recommended to the
builders by his work on the Erastus Coming
and several of the steamers and the large
schooners on the lakes.
The M.I. Wilcox Company which had the
contract for rigging the vessel met its ob
ligations despite the fire which destroyed
the company. The sails for the five masts
required between 5,000 and 6,000 yards of
Mount Vernon canvas, and her hatch covers
required 400 yards of the material. Minot
Wilcox also made the ensign which was 20
by 30 feet, a burgee 16 by 36 feet and a private
signal, a horse, 14 by 25 feet. For meeting its
obligations, the Wilcox Company received
$16,000.
The anchors and chains for the David
Dows are worthy of note. She • carried two
anchors, the larger weighing 4,000 pounds
and the other 3,600 pounds. Both anchors
carried 540 feet of chain of 1.75 and 1.5 inch
diameter iron. As if this was not enough,
there was a small kedge anchor of 700 pounds.
The David Dows entered the water for
the second time on April 21, 1881, at pre
cisely 4:30 in the afternoon with all her bunting
and flags flying. With the owners Carrington &
Casey and what was described as half the sur
rounding country side, the crowd went wild
with excitement. The sound of the cheering
and the whistles from the other vessels on

hand made a din that was said to have been
heard ten miles away. The Dows entered
the water with two hundred guests on board,
and the tug Carrington, under the command
of A1 Fits, was used to prevent her from
getting away from the festivities.
Another unusual aspect of the Dows was the
two centerboards that she carried. When
it came time for the 27 and 25 foot center
boards to be installed, it was found that
there was insufficient water at the Bailey
Brothers shipyard. She was taken in tow by
the tug Robertson to the Columbus Dock and
from there to Ironville where sufficient water
was found to install her centerboards.
With her fit-out completed she was taken
in tow by the tug Carrington to the Wabash
Grain Elevator. The biggest topic of con
versation in Toledo and in the shipping circles
was the capacity of the Dows . . .would she
live up to her advance billings . . .which
according to her owners was 150,000 bushels.
As the chutes were lowered and the Dows
settled lower in the water, the bushels were
counted and the wagers were made and re
made. When the chutes were removed, there
was a great disappointment, only 87,000
bushels of grain entered her holds. Those who
were watching from the shore could not under
stand why the loading had stopped, the Dows
wasn’t even near her load lines. Because
of draft limitations in the Toledo harbor,
she could only load to 15.5 feet and even
at that depth it was even money whether
she would clear the harbor. With almost
three feet of her design load unused, (this
figure is open to speculation, it could be as
high as six feet), she started for Buffalo.
Carrington & Casey had the Dows designed
for harbor improvements, which in the life
of the schooner never occurred. With her
colors flying and the private signal prominent,
the tug Carrington took the Dows emd headed
for open lake. As the Dows passed Turtle
Island Light, the tow line was cast off and the
crew pressed to the task of setting her sails.
Even with the use of the donkey engine, it
required a little over eight hours to accom
plish this task, thus alm o st the first half
of every voyage was used to hoist the 6,000
yards of sail. Upon arriving in Buffalo, Capt.
Skeldon arranged for a tow to Erie to pick
up his next cargo, coal for Chicago. Because
of draft considerations in Erie, she could
only load to 14.5 feet, but the cargo of 2,400
tons of coal was a new record.
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The five-masted schooner DAVID DOWS under way
by Fr. Edward J. Dowling, S. J.
As the citizens of Toledo were initiating
a new saloon which was serving draft beer in
new glasses called “ David Dows” , the Dows
left Erie on the 18th of May and because of
her 14.5 foot draft was aground for two days.
With the light prevailing winds she didn’t
arrive in Chicago until the 30th. A large
reception was arranged by the owners to
formally honor her arrival and namesake,
Mr. David Dows, who was one of Chicago’s
leading merchants and personal friend of
Mr. Carrington.
On June 6th she was towed to the Central
Elevator B at the foot of W ater Street and
proceeded to load oats for Buffalo. Numerous
experts were invited on board and the curious
were left on the wharf while the loading
took place. As the Dows went lower in the
water, the bushels in her hold surpassed
her original cargo, but the 119,000 bushels
was still short of her design load. The George
Adams which was also owned by Carrington &

Casey was also loading in Chicago. While
she didn’t attract the publicity that the Dows
did, she loaded 125,000 bushels for Buffalo.
The captain and crew of the Adama were
spoiling for a contest that would prove to the
world that she was unworthy of being called
the Dow ’s ‘‘little sister’’.
On July 4th another opportunity presented
itself to see which vessel was indeed the largest
schooner. When the two ships were compared
the Dows of course had five masts, and she
was 37 tons heavier, but the beam of the
Adams was wider, thus the greater carrying
capacity. Capt. Skeldon claimed that the
reason for the Dows poor showing was that
the oats they last loaded were extremely
light, and that this cargo of com would tell
the tale. Once again the Dows lost to the
Adams as she was only able to carry 81,065
bushels to the 81,738 of the Adams, however,
public sentiment was with the Dows and she’s
the one that made the headlines.
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When the Dows went aground at the Lime
Kiln Crossing, she was taken to drydock
in Chicago. As the tugs lined the Dows up for
the entrance to the drydock, it was discovered
that the wharf on the other side of the river
would have to be shortened in width by some
fifteen feet. Once she was safely in drydock,
it was discovered that her bottom was badly
damaged and would need extensive repairs.
This delighted the public as they came in
droves to see the grand lady out of her element.
The bill for the drydock was twenty cents a
ton up to 500 tons and fifteen cents per ton
after, for a total of $236.
After the repairs were completed she loaded
81,000 bushels of com for Buffalo. At the same
time two other vessels were loading cargo for
Buffalo, the C.K. Nims and the John B.
Merrill. It has been widely reported that the
Dows collided with and sank the C.K. Nims,
but what was not reported was the race that
the three vessels entered when they left
Chicago. In an article from the Detroit Free
Press of August 7, 1897, Capt. Mart (Mark?)
Swain recalls the event: “ Once while tugging
it, I sighted the Dows, C.K. Nims, and a
schooner John B. Merrill coming down Lake
Huron in a wind that raged from 20 to 40
miles an hour. All three vessels had everything
set that would draw. I noticed that when
the wind was the lightest, the Nims and the
Merrill would crawl away from the five-master,
the great size of which seemed to hold it back.
But every now and then the wind would come
down from the northwest and the big fellow
would begin to feel the impetus. Her master,
also was not afraid of his canvas, and if it held
out a likely-hood of staying intact, he would
keep it up and drawing. The gale would
come down and blow for perhaps half an hour
with great velocity than die down to a lighter
figure. The Dows would start forward and soon
overhaul the others and pass them, and do
it in much quicker time than they used in
beating her. It was on the same trip that the
Dows collided with and sank the Nims in Lake
Erie.
As the three ships came into Lake Erie, the
wind increased in intensity and the Dows
was ahead of the Nims by a half to threequarters of a mile as they passed Point Pelee
Island. The Nims was about the same distance
ahead of the Merrill, and all three were on the
starboard tack. As the wind increased all
three of the ships maintained full canvas and
pressed the advantage. At about 8:00 p.m.

there was a sudden wind shift which caused
all the vessels to loose control and in the
resulting confusion, the Dows ran over and
sunk the C.K. Nims who was cutting across
her bow. Coming to anchor after the col
lision, the Dows sounded her holds and found
22 inches of water in with her cargo. The
pumps were started and the damage was just
becoming evident. The Dows had her foremast
and jib-boom carried away along with her bow
sprit and main-topmast. Most of her canvas
was tom and her forward rigging in shreds.
The Dows stayed at anchor till about 8:00 p.m.
the next day when she was taken in tow by the
tug Owen and towed to Toledo. Upon arriving
in Toledo, Capt. Skeldon held a press con
ference and explained in detail what had
happened off Pelee Island. He answered all
the questions in such an open and honest
manner that the resulting articles were very
favorable. On the other hand, Capt. John
Baxter of the Nims was taken to Windsor and
then to Detroit and finally by train to Toledo
where he took great pains to avoid the news
papers and the reporters. Thus whenever the
reporters needed more copy for their readers,
they went to the available source, Capt.
Skeldon. In the lawsuit that followed, it was
maintained by the owners of the Nims that
the Dows was at fault for the following reasons:
1) The Dows was improperly constructed and
that she was experimental in nature, 2) She
was insufficiently manned with only ten crew
including the Captain, 3) She was negligently
and unskillfully maneuvered and that the
lookout was not in his proper place. All of the
charges were vehemently denied by the
owners of the Dows. As in all lawsuits there
were charges and counter charges and the
newspapers of the day played public opinion
to the hilt. There was never any mention
of the race that was taking place when the
accident occurred. But in the end the court
ruled that both vessels were at fault, and that
both captains had exercised poor judgement
in the handling of their ships. The court
reserved an extra measure of admonishment
for Capt. Skeldon by suggesting that be
cause of the immense size of the Dows, he
should have taken extra precautions. Quite
a bit of this case was tried in the newspapers
and Capt. Skeldon formed and used public
opinion to his advantage to vindicate himself
and the David Dows.
End of part one. In the next issue the Dows
begins her second season on the lakes.
D
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Apr. 29. . .The American tug/barge combination R. W. Sessler and USL 501 arrived at the Duluth
Port Terminal where she will wait for opening to load at the Harbor States Cooperates Grain
Elevator for Africa.
May 1. . .The 163-foot English owned barque T.S. Merkur arrived in Duluth from Rochester,
N.Y. and will be open for public tours. She was built in 1969 in Sweden and is owned by Quick
silver Shipping.
. . .Fernglen was towed to Port Maitland by tugs Stormont and Glenside. Only a few feet remain
of the Neglen. During the winter, the upper works of the Royal Clipper were removed by workers
of Harry Gamble.
May 2. . .The Canadain bulk carrier Lake Winnipeg has been sold for scrap.
. . .The U.S.C.G. buoy tender Sundew suffered an engine failure near Munising, Michigan.
The U.S.C.G. Biscayne Bay was sent from St. Ignace to tow the 41-year old Sundew to Duluth.
May 3. . .The tug R. W. Sessler and her barge were boycotted at Superior by the longshoremen
because the crew was non-union.
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Paterson's QUEDOC departed Toronto under her own power and will be scrapped.
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The ERNEST R. BREECH in the Welland Canal on May 21, 1985.

Photo by Dick Kruse
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The ELMGLEN went aground in Lake St. Francis and was refloated the next day.
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Interlake's ELTON HOYT II returned to service after being inspected at Fraser
Shipyard in Superior, WI.
May 4. . .The April, 1985 issue of Marine News reported to scrapping of the Rio Daule at Guayaquel, Ecuador in June, 1982. She was the former tanker Britamoline, b) Wave Transport.
May 5. . .Interlake’s Elton Hoyt U passed upbound at the Soo after departing her lay-up dock at
De Tour. She will be inspected at Fraser Shipyard in Superior.
May 7. . .Plans for a ferry to operate between Toronto and Niagara-on-the-Lake have been
halted. The Buffalo promoters will need special permission as the vessel would be American.
May 8. . .The dispute between workers and the R. W. Sessler were settled and the barge loaded.
May 10. . .From Lisbon comes a report that the Liberian bulk carrier Federal Schelde was dry
docked for damage repairs sustained on a lakes visit in 1983 and 1984.
May 11. . .Algoma’s seIf-unloader E.B. Barber has been sold for scrap to Devon Metal Co. and
will be scrapped overseas.
. . .The 1,000-foot Indiana Harbor made a trial run down the Canadian Channel of the upper St.
Marys River to the Algoma Steel Plant. She was in ballast and was the largest ship to arrive there.
May 13. . .The Canadian bulk carrier Saskatchewan Pioneer struck the upper approach to the
Snell Lock, knocking loose a 40-foot section of concrete.
May 14. . .Parrish & Heimbecker’s Elmglen went aground in Lake St. Francis in the Seaway. She
was refloated the next day after lightering 4,000 tons of cargo. She will proceed to Quebec City
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to unload the remainder of her cargo.
.The U.S. Border Patrol has ordered the T.S. Merkur to leave the U.S. because the crew lacked
working visas in the U.S.
May 15. . .The Greek m /v Michalis struck the wall in the St. Lambert Lock and will go to Montreal
for inspection.
. . .C.S.L.’s seIf-unloader Atlantic Superior is currently operating in the Gulf of Mexico.
. . .The Canadian Coast Guard ship Montcalm arrived at the Port Weller Drydocks.
May 16. . .Cleveland-Cliffs bulk carrier Pontiac cleared Port Colborne and was towed downbound
by tugs Gleneivs, Argue Martin and Stormont.
. . .The U.S. flag vessel Federal Lakes, ex-Avon Forest, passed upbound in the Welland Canal
on her maiden voyage to the lakes as an American vessel.
. . .Michalis cleared Montreal for Algeria.
May 18. . .Bethlehem Steel’s Johnstown cleared Erie, PA. in tow of tugs Salvage Monarch
and Helen McAllister. They were joined by the tug Daniel McAllister at Port Colborne for the
trip overseas.

Photo by Jim Bearman

May 19. . .C.S.L.’s Saguenay arrived the Rouge Steel plant with a load of Canadian ore.

Algoma's E.B. BARBER will be scrapped overseas.
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May 21. . .Rouge Steel’s Ernest R. Breech passed through the Welland Canal enroute to Hamil
ton, Ontario with iron ore.
May 27. . .The Canadian Coast Guard icebreaker Alexander Henry has been retired and will
be preserved at Kingston, Ontario as a museum.
May 28. . .The burned out tanker Hudson Transport was towed by tugs Glenvis and Argue
Martin up the Welland Canal to Ramey’s Bend.
. . .The U.S. Coast Guard buoy tender Bramble was in Duluth for radar repair work.
May 30. . .The ocean tug Koral towed the Pontiac and Johnstown down the St. Lawrence River
enroute to Spain.
May 31. . .Algoma’s John B. Aird lost power in both engines in the Seaway and tied up above the
Snell Lock for inspection.
. . .T.S. Merkur departed Duluth.
Jun. 2. . .Fri, the Danish Greenpeace sailing vessel was inbound in the St. Lawrence River
and will proceed to the upper lakes.
Jun. 5. . .An engineering error caused an 60-gallon oil spill in Superior harbor from the Greek
vessel Zenovia. She was loading grain at Con-Agra Corp. grain elevator M. The captain has
made arrangements with a private company to clean up the oil spill.
Jun. 9. . .When entering the channel to the Saginaw River near buoy 33, the Polish vessel Ziema
Olsztynska touched bottom on her starboard side, causing a 30-degree list.
. . .Lake Winnipeg has been towed overseas for scrap.
Jun. 10. . .Upper Lake’s Canadian Leader has been laid-up at Hamilton for repairs.
Jun. 11. . .Hamilton Energy cleared Port Weller for Hamilton to begin working as a refueling
barge for C.S.L. and U.L.S. She will operate for Provmar Fuels.
Jun. 12. . .The anchor from the Heron Bay (i) was dedicated in a ceremony at Thorold, Ontario
honoring the long association between the town and the Ontario Paper Company.
Jun. 13. . .The Wedtech Corp. of Ontonagon, Michigan loaded the first dozen causeways on a
Loveland Line tug/barge for shipment to the U.S. Naval base in Little Creek, VA.
. . .The Sundew will be laid-up for most of the summer in Detroit for hull work and replacement
of her engines. She will be towed to Detroit later this month for drydocking.
Jun. 14. . .Rouge Steel’s Henry Ford II delivered coal to the James De Joung Power Plant in
Holland. This is the first vessel of the Ford fleet to arrive in there in recent memory.
Jun. 16 . . .The former P&H grain storage barge Spruceglen was towed through the Soo by tugs
Thunder Cape and W.J. Ivan Purves. She will be scrapped at Thunder Bay, Ontario.
Jun. 17. . .Hamilton Energy refueled C.S.L. ’s Simcoe for the first time.
. . .U.S. Steel’s former steamship George A. Sloan cleared Duluth as a motor vessel with iron
ore pellets for Lorain, Ohio. Her diesel engine is a new fuel efficent, high powered engine (4,500)
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The LAKE WINNIPEG was converted from a T-2 tanker at Glasgow, Scotland in
1962 to a bulk carrier. Only 145 feet of the original ship was used. A new 585 foot
bow and midsection were built in Scotland for the ship.
manufactured by Caterpillar Tractor Co.
Jun. 18. . .Spruceglen and Thunder Cape arrived at Thunder Bay.
. . .Ziemia Olsztynska cleared Thunder Bay for Rotterdam.
. . .Frank Hoffman was arraigned in Menominee Michigan Court on charges of deliberately
burning the schooner Alvin Clark. Mr. Hoffman raised the Clark from the bottom of Green Bay
in 1969.
Jun. 19. . .The George A. Sloan suffered engine trouble in Lake Superior and later passed down
at the Soo Locks. She also had engine trouble in Lake Huron and the tug Chippewa went down 'from
the Soo to tow the Sloan to De Tour, Michigan for further adjustments to her engine.
. . .The Hercules owned by St. Lawrence S.A. and the tanker Imperial Bedford entered the Port
Weller Dry Docks.
Jun. 20. . .Paterson’s Quedoc cleared Toronto for Quebec City under her own power and will
be scrapped.
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Jun. 22. . .Qu'Appelle, the former Port Weller pilot boat has been sold to Capt. Brian Bateman
and will be leased to Georgian College in Owen Sound, Ontario to be used in their program
She will be renamed Georgian C.A.A.T.
Jun. 26. . .The icebreaker Mackinaw towed the Sundew down the St. Clair River. Two Gaelic
tugs assisted the Sundew into the Nicholson drydock on the Detroit River. The Mackinaw turned
around at the Delray Power Plant and headed upriver.
Jun. 27. . .Paterson s newest vessel Paterson passed upbound at the Soo Locks on her maiden
voyage to Thunder Bay.
. . .The Canadian bulk carrier Lake Wabush set a new com loading record at Toledo when she
loaded 1,072,046 bushels at two Toledo elevators. She departed for Baie Comeau, P.Q.
Jun. 28. . .Huron Cement’s E.M. Ford will return to service sometime in August. According to
Lloyd’s of London, she is the world’s oldest bulk carrier in service. She was built at the Cleveland
Shipbuilding Company in Lorain, Ohio in 1898.
Jun. 29. . .Peterson Builders of Sturgeon Bay, Wisconsin launched the first of 14 mine counter
measure vessels (MCM-1) for the U.S. Navy.
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The SPRUCEGLEN ejc-ROBERT S. PIERSON will be scrapped at Thunder Bay.
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